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CHAPTER I
TEE PROBLEM MD RELATED RESEARCH
As the reader peruses the following pages, he is invit-
I
to keep in mind the fact that this survey does not attempt to
solve any problem. Instead, it is a study of existing conditions
jand in no way assumes that it is desirable to perpetuate these
iconditions. However, it is hoped that the information herein
presented will he useful to personnel engaged in the formulation
of curricular plans in the interrelated fields of physical educa'
tlon and athletic coaching.
1. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem . This is a survey of the train-
ing, duties, and the facilities for their work, of the physical
education personnel in Maine; end it was made possible through
the cooperation of perpone actually engaged in this division of
school work. The study is lindted to the col"'ection and summar-
ization of certain data relative to these persons.
Scope of the study . In order to learn more about the
duties and the training of plriysioal education personnel and
athletic coaches, and the facilities for their work, informa-
tion was collected in the following areas:
r
1. Types of institutions in which they work.
2. Professional training and background,
3. Facilities available for their work.
4« Activities taught in their physical education classes.
5. Sports coached.
6. Non-physical education responsibilities.
7. Research work being conducted in physical education classes.
Justification of the selection of the problem . This study was deemed
bssential, first, because research indicates a great necessity for we]J.-
irained personnel in physical education and coaching and, secondly, to build
a valid source of information relating to physical education and athletics in
ihe schools of Maine to the end that realization of problems may come from
ictual data derived from research and investigation.
The purpose of the author was threefold: (l) to conduct this survey,
;2) to summarize and bring to the attention of school personnel the results
pf this survey, and (3) to be of service to the schools in any way possible.
Further justification may be found in a review of an article "How
Jseful Is Job Analysis" that appeared in the Journal of Business rjducation
Job analysis receives frequent mention in the literature of business.
It has been used by the business educator seeking to improve materials
and methods of teaching business subjects and by the guidance worker
striving to identify details of job information. The true research
worker is willing at all times to subject his tools to critical
^ "How Useful is Job Analysis," Journal of Business ^jducation. Vol. 22,
jjanuary, 1947, p. 32.

examination in the interest of highest scientific achievement. ... It
has been defined as a method by which we arrive at the determination of:
1. WHAT the worker does
2. WHT he does it
3. HGr/ he does it
. . . and if we combine job description with job specifications, we
have a coherent account of the iVHAT
.
jVHY
.
and EO\i of a job, together
with the requirements of knowledge, abilities, and other characteristics
that qualify the worker for the job. . . .
The skills of an eji^sloye can be better utilized by exposure of faiilty
work procedures, or work tools and duplication of effort, ^y thorough
work analysis, we are in a position to detect deficiencies and provide
improvement
.
Campbell-^ gives support to this study when he says:
The Problem of Research is the problem of searching for the truth. . .
He does not invent the truth, he does not develop the truth, , , , he
does not do anything whatever to the truth except to uncover it or
discover it and expose it to the comprehension of his fellowmen.
II. RKUTSD RSSSARCH
The literature which is available indicates that very little research
has been done upon the training, responsibilities, and the facilities for
their work, of physical education personnel in school systems in the various
states.
2Research of a similar nature was done by Monroe in his study of the
duties of men engaged in physical education and coaching in high schools.
'• W. yV. Campbell, "Universities and the Truth", School and Society
,
20:294-295, (September 6, 1924).
Walter S. Monroe, "The Duties of Men Engaged as Physical Directors
of Athletic Coaches in High Schools," Bulletin No. 30, Bureau of Educational
Jlesearch, College of Education, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois,
'1926, p. 8.
4
This vras conducted on a nationwide basis with 1032 questionnaires tabulated
from 725 cities in the United States.
A survey of high-school athletic coaches in Massachusetts made by
Palmieri^ stated: "For the entire state 23.4 per cent of all coaches have
Wasters* degrees, 64.9 per cent have Bachelors' degrees, and 11.1 per cent
do not have a degree."
Corbin completed a study in 194S but restricted his investigation to
sixteen colleges of the Colored Intercollegiate Athletic Association,
A survey of the public secondary schools of Worcester, Massachusetts,
ay Dalbeck was made for the purpose of judging the standard of the physical
education curriculum there.
Floring^ supplied bibliographical data, related to the present work,
irhich included the study of Krakower^ who sent out: (a) one hundred and
^ Joseph Palmieri, "A Survey of the High School Athletic Coaches in
,
ssachusetts," unpublished l^Iaster's thesis, Boston University, 1946, jl
»p. 43-44. i|
.1
2 '
E, A. Corbin, "A Study of the Professional Training and the Duties of|
hysical iiducation Directors and Athletic Coaches of the Colored Intercollegi-*!
te Athletic Association," service paper. School of Jiducation, Boston '|
niversity, 1948,
||
3 L. U. Dalbeck, "A Physical iiiducation Survey of the //orcester, '
lilassachusetts. Public Secondary Schools," unpublished Master's thesis. School
!>f iiiducation, Boston University, 1946.
^
.Villiam f . Floring, "A Classified Bibliography of Research Literature^
Ln the Physic-al i^xiucation Field," unpublished Master's thesis. School of
, iducation, Boston University, 1947. |l
5 H. Krakower, "National Survey of Teacher Loads in Departments of
!|*hysical iiducation in Institutions of Higher Learning." Research ^uarterl^-
,
: .6: 288-292, (December, 1945). I'
r
seventeen questionnaires to heads of departments in physical education and
health and received about fifty-one replies; (b) one hundred and twenty-two
questionnaires to federal and state commissioners of education and state
directors of physical education with only sixteen returned; and (c) one
hundred and fifteen questionnaires to registrars of colleges and univei^sities,
with nine replies. Krakower stated: "On the basis of the findings, it is
hoped that standards may be established."
Hindman-^ was concerned only with the fourth step of the six accepted
steps in the complete process of constructing the curriculum. This fourth
step is "determining the teacher activities which the graduates of the
curriculum must be able to perform in tneir teaching," In his study he said:
It explains the process of analysing the job of the piiysical education
teacher into comparatively specific activities and the further process of
deciding whicn of these activities the teacher ought to be able to
perform and for v;hich, therefore, the curriculum must prepare its
graduates
.
In his investigation of "Duties Commonly Performed by Boy Physical
Education Heads," Shepard^ reported:
While much of the information pertaining to the professional training
and experience is only of local interest, several items denote certain . ,
trends. Notable among them is the fact that in undergraduate work i
there was a marked tendency to select physical education as the major
]
subject, the minor being selected from rather a wide range of subjects.
However, as graduate students, education was frequently chosen as the
major subject with ph^'^sical education continued as the minor.
1 D. A, Hindman, "Anal^;,-sis of the Activities of Fhj''sical jklucation
Tfeachers in High Schools," Research quarterly
,
8:117-131, ^iay, 1937.
;
^ J. B. Shepard, "Duties Commonly Performed by Boy Physical iiducation ^
Heads," Journal of }iealth and Physical ^ducat ion
, 5^30, April, 1934
I

After making an extensive study into the health and recreational '
activities of high-school teachers and coaches, Cooke and Hyder^ drew the
jj
following conclusion: "No personal problem is more vital than the health of
the teacher; but the importance of the problem seems to have little relation <
to the efforts that are being exerted to safeguard the teacher's health."
|
Harmon,^ in his Doctor's dissertation, reported his research in the !
setting up of check Hsts or score cards to be used in surve^ring the
efficiency of a high-school department of student health, piiysical education
and athletics. The score cards should be most useful in frequen^ self-
surveys. In application they resemble the widely used Strayer-Sngelhardt
I
school building score cards. '
Hernlund and Barfield,3 in their survey of a junior college in Georgia!
attempted to evaluate the program in order to determine: (l) the value of
present practices and, if necessary, point to needed changes; (2) student
reactions to certain principles applied to the program; (3) future policies,
j
in the light of discoveries; and (4) the provisions of an objective and
authoritative basis for recommending programs to other schools seeking
information.
1 D. H. Cooke, and N. E. Hyder, "A Comparison of the Health and
Recreation Activities of High-School Teachers and Coaches," Research
Quarterly
.
8-94:102, May, 1937.
2 John (V. Harmon, "Methods of Procedure in the City Comprehensive
School Health and Ph^'sical Education Surveys." Supplement to the Research
j
Quarterly
,
March, 1935, pp. 54-55.
V. F, Hemlimd, "Evaluation of Certain Phases of a Junior College
physical Education Program," Supplement to the Research ^arterly
,
March,
,il935, pp. 235-2a.

CHAPTilR II
PROCEDURE FOLLOViED
I. METHOD OF II>IVESTIGATION
The method utilized to collect data for incorporation into this stud^-
made use of a questionnaire which was constructed according to Romine^ and
set up in table form vdth a view to brevity and simpliciLy. This
questionnaire was sent to all physical education personnel employed in the
various schools and school systems in the state of Llaine.
Limitations of questionnaire method and .justification of use
.
'.Vhile
it is recognized that the questionnaire method has its limitations as a
research tool, ttere are instances in virtiich it is a satisfactory means of
collecting data, particularly when time and distance are limiting factors.
Symonds"^ supports this statement by commenting as follows: "The
questionnaire permits the gathering of much information obtainable in no
other way,"
Buckinghaift^ further supports this conclusion when he says:
It is the easiest thing in the world to condemn the questionnaire
indiscriminately, and the state of mind engendered by some recent
experience might justify yielding to the temptation.
Stephan Romine, "Criteria for a Better questionnaire," Journal of
Education Research
,
Vol. 42, No, 1, September, 1943,
^ Fercival M, Symonds, "Methods of Investigation of Study Habits,"
School and Society
.
July, 1926, 24:145-152.
3 B, R. Buckingham, "The >^estionnaire in Education," Journal of
Educational Research, June, 1926, 14:54-58,
r I
C 4
In the first place, there is often no other way to obtain the
infonnation,
. • • Ihere is no measuring instrument •'which can be
applied
. . .
moreover, the end may be permitted to justify the means,
. . • there is no other feasible vfay of securing the information . . .
the topic must be worthwhile , . . the recipients of questionnaires
owe something to the cause of education ... As v/e see it, therefore,
the indiscriminate censure of the questionnaire is unjustified. Rightly
used it is a proper and indeed inevitable means of securing information.
Moreover, a real obligation rests upon educational people to contribute
something through this means to the general good,
Koos^ practiccLlly repeats the foregoing by stating:
Questionnaire methods should be undertaken only when there is need of
them, and should be used only if there is no other feasible way of secur-
ing the information required. Ihe general inference seems warrantable,
that many valuable studies are made by use of the questionnaire, a number
of them being of exceptional merit.
Stokes and Lehman^ made a very valuable point when they concluded that«
This method is apparently still indispensable to medicine, the social
sciences, education, religion, government, et cetera. At the present
time it seems unlikely that the questionnaire method will ever be wholly
discarded. . . . Hie questionnaire technique is peculiarly vulnerable
when employed for the collection of personal information or v/hen used
with subjects who see (or imagine they see) an opportunity to advance
their personal interests by means of the returns made by them.
Most writers in educational research recognize the usefulness of the Ij
questionnaire in education. "Tb the surveyer, the questionnaire is
fundamentally a method of collecting data."-^ As used in this investigation
it was a practical, neat, and economical way to collect requisite information.
-'- Leonard V. Koss, The questionnaire in j^iducation, itac^llan Conytany,
New York, 1937, p. 63.
^ Stuart M. Stokes and H. C. Lehman, "Ihe Influence of Self Interest
I
upon Questionnaire Replies," School ^d Society
,
September, 1935, p« 435.
i o
I
£. C. Davis, kethods and Techniques Used in Surveying Health and
I
Physical Education in City Schools . Tfeachers College Con triout ions to
' Education, No. 515. New lork: Bureau of f^ibiications. Teachers College,
j
Columbia University, 1932, pp. 51-52.
^ 4
9The direct interview method vrould have been too time-consuming and far too
expensive for any one person to handle.
The questionnaire method used in this study was further justified by
the total lack of dociamentary sources of information needed for the study,
i^estionnaire returns . Irbre than a passing interest in the survey
was evidenced by the return of 138 questionnaires of the 150 mailed out.
This total makes a return of 92 per cent, additional replies, received too
;|
late for tabulation and use, raised the return percentage to 93.7; but,
|i
since there was nothing reported that would have markedly affected the study,
they were not incorporated into the report.
Geographical representation of returns, as shown in Figure 1 (?age ),
will give an idea of the coverage of the state. In examining this table, it ji
is well to remember that tne population of the state of LSaine is grouped
along the coastline and the rivers, with a smaller grouping in the adjoining
valleys and the flat area in the northern portion of the state,
I
II. VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY OF ^UiSSTIONNAIRE
^
J
Much time is required to formulate a questionnaire or a checklist
which effectively, and with reasomble accuracy, will serve the
researcher. Patience, therefore, is of paramount importance, and the
individual who undertakes such a task should not expect to develop a
useful set of questions overnight. Careful checking, try-out, and
revision are very essential and should be accomplished three to four
times before the final draft is made. In addition, the completed
questionnaire or checklist should only be as lon^ as is absolutely'
necessary to yield the information actiaally needed for the purposes of
the study. Conciseness, consistent with clarity and completeness, is
the keynote. If this developmental phase of the stuc^y is well done.
ri
r
the whole project will likely be of more value.
The questionnaire used had five couplet e revisions. It was tried out
on several persons in the state and then given an additional, final revision
In a survey of validation of factual information of the type gathered
in this questionnaire, Smith^ found that: "... factual data of a personal
nature tends to suffer loss of validity due to overstatement." A careful
check of the returned questionnaires failed to show any instance of an
apparent overstatement of any consequence.
3Young , after heading a study covering a period of several years on
the validity and reliability of questionnaires, describes the questionnaire
method, when used as the sole means of study, as the "underworld method of
science.
"
The 92 per cent return of questionnaires in this study upholds the
statement of Koos^, who said: "... (the) reliability of a questionnaire
is based on the ability and willingness of the recipient to respond."
Further support of the validity and reliability of the questionnaire
as used in this study is found in the statement of Francis Smith:
^
1 Stephen liomine, "Criteria For a Better N«tXiestionnaire," Journal of
Educational itesearch
.
Vol. 42, No. 1, September, 1948, pp. 69-71.
^ iiiapheus Smith, "A Note in Stability la >^uesL loanaire icesponses,"
American Journal of Sociology
,
3S5713, March, 1933.
Pauline V. Young, "The Validity of Schedules and ^lesLionnai res ,"
Journal of ^ucational Soci_oloj^, 14:26, September, 1940.
^ Koos, o^. cit
. , p. 164
•
^ Francis Smith, "The Dir
Educational Administration and Supervision , 21: $61, November, 193$
ect Valid>.tion of ^estionnaire Data."

=
^
J
Usually, investigators who use questionnaires for the collection of
their data do not find it convenient or possible to determine the
validity of such data. In fact, it is this very inconvenience or
impossibility of collecting valid data by more direct means vfhich causes
them to resort to the questionnaire method.
Davis and Barrovp- concluded that: "Having established the
reliability of questionnaires, there is the further problem of determining
their validity, which is more difficult because we are never sure that the
criteria used for its establishment are in themselves valid."
-'- Robert A, Davis and jidwil L. Barrow, "A Critical Study of the
Questionnaire in iiducation , " Educational ndministration and Supervis ion
,
21:144, February, 1935.
r '
1
CHAPTSit III
STUDY FINDINGS
The following pages present a summarj'" of certain information relative
j
to the duties, training, and facilities for their work, of physical
;
education personnel in Maine schools. The questionnaire used in collecting
this information is reproduced in Appendix A to show the particular items
asked for as well as the form of the questions themselves. Examination of
the questionnaire will show that an effort was made to present the questions
in such a manner that the answers would require little writing and would
appear in simple enough form to facilitate the task of tabulation.
An examination of Figure 1 (page ) will show that a good
geographical distribution was secured in the survey. All but two school
systems that employ physical education personnel were represented in the
returns.
Accuracy of information and tabulations . An examination of the
questionnaire was made as they were received and, few absurdities being
found, it was concluded that in general they had been filled out with care.
Before tabulations v/ere made, however, each report was examined and obvious
errors were corrected or eliminated from the items. All tabulations have
been checked and it is reasonably certain that relatively few errors were
introduced into this phase of the study. Nonetheless, one should bear in
mind that certain of the questions were such that the :inswer3 are general in
some respects. For example, although ^Xiestion 3 has onl^' five listed types

5TGUEE 1 13

TABLE I
DISTaiBUnON OF SOURCES OF INFORMATION ACCORDING
TD POPULATION GROUPINGS
Aggregate
Size of Cit7 A 34 B 30 C 72 D U 150
or Town No. io No, 5^ No. % No. ^ Tot. ^
Over 15,000 29 85.3
5,000 to 15,000 30
1,000 to 5,000
Under 1,000
29 19.3
100 30 20.0
65 90.3 65 43.4
14 100 14 9.3
Ibtal Returns 138 92.0
r
of duty, in the tabulation it was necessary to fomxilate twenty-five
categories to accomodate the reports of multiple duties of persons answering
the -lUestionnaire. .^so, in some of the other questions, a checked item may
not always represent the ssirae condition though the questionnaire was set up
to prevent this difference of interpretation.
Sources of informat ion grouped according to population . "Hie
distribution of the sources of information with reference to the size of the
city or town from whence it came is presented in Table I. Returns indicated
that, although all questionnaires were not returned for each grouping
according to population, at least one return was received from every school
system en^Dloying physical education personnel with the exception of two
schools in the "C" classification (towns and cities of one thousand to five
[thousand population).
Returns of 20 per cent in each of the larger groups, 45 per cent in
the small city and large to;vn grouping, and 10 per cent in the small town or
rural area were consistent with the proportion of towns and cities in the
state of Maine. It is worthy of comj..ent that two of the groups were
represented by a 100 per cent return of the questionnaires.
Training and educational backg;round of physical educ at ion teachers
ii
and athletic coaches . Tables II-A and II-B present a summary of the
;l infonnation secured relative to the professional training for the teaching
of physical education and the coaching of athletics of the correspondents.
This particular question was included to determine only the amount of

TABLE II-A
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND OF PERSONS REPLYING TO THIS QUESTIONNAIRE
ACCORDING TO HIGHEST WORKING LEVEL
.Educational Background Senior Junior Elemen- College Academy No, %
High High tary Normal Private
100 9 2 14 13 138
M. Ed. or Beyond 7 7^ 1 - 115b 2 - 100% 8 - 57% 2 - 15% 20 14.5
B, Ed. Phys. Ed. Major 18 18% 2 - 22% 1 - 7% 4 - 30% 30 18a
B. Ed. Phys. Ed. Minor 9 % 1 - 11^ 4 - 30% 14 10.1
A.B. Phys. Ed. Minor 15 15% 2 - 22% 1 - 7% 1 - 8% 19 13^
Degree, Under 6 hrs.
Graduate 8 8% 1 - 11% 9 6.5
Degree, 7-12 hrs.
Graduate Study 6 6% 1 - 7% 7
Degree, 13-lB hrs.
Gradiiate Study 5 5% 1 - 11% 1 - 7% 7 50)
Degree, 19-32 hrs.
Graduate Study 9 9% 1 - 11% 2 - U% 12 8.7
Degree, Non Phys. Ed. 16 16% 1 - 8% 17 12.3
No, Degree, No. P. E. 6 6% 1 - 8% 7 5jO
Phys. Ed. Summer School 1 1% 1 .7
Tbtal Questionnaire 100 9 2 1/^ 13 138

training which might be considered professional in the special field of
|
i
'physical education, iilxamination of Table II-A shows that about 15 per cent of
the persons v/ho answered this question had at least a Master's degree, while
'approximately 25 per cent had done some of the work leading toward this
ji degree. About 18 per cent had degrees with a physical education major but
!l
linearly 24 per cent had degrees with some other field as a major -.^ile
[
carrying physical education as a minor subject; this indicates a considerable
Ijlack of "technical" training in physical education for this group. There is
ijat this time decided disapproval of the physical educator who has only
I technical preparation for nis work; likewise, there is criticism of the
Ij person who, with a good general education, a willing spirit, and a love of
t i
I
the out-of-doors, lacks the professional qualifications for leadership and
^
teaching in this special field,
I
A further examination of Table II-A shows that approximately- 12 per
[cent had degrees in the field of education, but had no preparation in
I physical education. Five per cent reported neither a degree nor physical
education training, while less than 1 per cent reported only a summer school
experience in physical education.
jj
There is unquestionably a place for sjme "experienced technicians" in ,
physical education in school systems, but there is no place for any person
jwho, however adequate his general education, has made no study of the
j|
important subject matter in the field of pi^sical education.
I
Although, as inferred above, the question was not intended to
discover the schools at which those who answered Lne questionnairt: haa
r
18
TABLE II-B
COLLEGES AUD UNIVERSITES MENTIONED
IN COLLEGIATE TRAINING
College or University MS or MA BS or AB Sumner School Total
Boston University
(Includes Sargent) 7
Springfield College 1
New York University 1
Harvard University
University of New Hanpshire 1
University of Connecticut 1
University of Maine 2
Colby College
Bates College
Farmington State Teachers
Gorham State Teachers
Wisconsin University
Clark University
Temple University
Ithaca College, New York
University of Pennsylvania 1
Dartmouth
Fordham University
Colunabia University 1
Princeton University
Stanford University, California
University of California
Albright College, New Jersey
V/ellesley College 1
Tufts College
University of Utah 1
New Jersey College
McGiU University, Montreal l
15
12
1
13
7
5
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
n
7
3
2
3
11
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
33
20
5
2
8
1
26
7
7
5
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Totals 1« 73 139

studied, over 60 per cent of the replies did include the name of a college
or university. Iherefore, Table II-B was set up to point out the
institutions which led in the training of physical education personnel in
lfe.ine. Tabulation of the responses revealed that Boston University had
conferred seven of the seventeen listed listers' degrees, whereas only one
other institution had granted more than one degree of that type. At the
Bachelor level Boston University again led the field with the native
Iftiiversity of iiaine in second place and Springfield College a close third.
The popularity of summer school courses at Boston University was attested by
its tie vdth the University of Maine for the most summer school attendance
reported. In view of this, there can be little doubt of the place that
Boston University holds in New iingland educational fields since similar
^
reports have often been made,
General character of duties , A general indication of the duties of
the 138 persons who replied to the questionnaire is furnished by Table III.
Ihe coaching and teaching of non-pliysical education subjects, while reported
by only 13 per cent, seems to be the present trend in Maine. This
desirable trend gained some momentum after this tabulation was made, when
one very successful coach "retired from coaching, due to the rapid increase
of his physical education program". Although 10 par cent of the persons who
responded .vere Leacaing onl;>' girls' classes in p;i;/-sical education, 3 per
cent were teaching only boys' classes. A total of 3 per cent reported that
;
their duties were entirely supervisory, while only one person reported a
combination of supervisory and coaching duties. It is worthy of note that
I
TABLE III
TYPES OF POSITIONS HELD
Aggregate
\
-^yp® rosiuion A 29 B 30 C 65 D 14 138
No* 7> Mo* atTO Mo* N0« 7> lot. a/70
.^1 1 Tl T*V 1 QOT* On 1 IT%J CI V X Ow X wi i JLjr 3 10.0 5 3.0
14 c lo, / 4 L 1O.X X 14 1U«1
X J inn cp 7 7( • 1 X 7 1 1 nxu 7 O
Coach. Teacher Non—
T
J.
TX Q7 XJ •C5 n( pu. u 1ftXo X^ .U
' Coaching Onlv 1 1X ? P 7 7 7
Teacher Bovs . Coach. II1
Sunervi sot* O<, O • 7 J in n o<. 1 7
Teacher of Bovs Onlv 1, A 1O .X i.
Su"npT*vi SOT HoAchi n c
Onlv 1X X 7
TeacWer Rovs and fTiT*ls
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P.E. Subjects 3 10.0 3 4.6 1 7.1 7 5.0
Teacher Girls, Non-P.E.
Subjects 1 3.4 2 3.1 3 2.2
Coach, Supervisor,
Teacher of Non-P.E.
Subjects 1 7.1 1 .7
Teacher Boys and Girls 2 6.9 1 1.5 3 2.2
Teacher Boys, Girls,
Non-P.E. Subjects 1 1.5 1 .7
Teaching Girls Only 5 17.3 2 6.7 8 12.3 15 10.8
Teacher Girls, Coaching 3 10.9 1 3.3 4 3.0
Supervisor, Teacher Non-
P.E. Subjects 1 1.5 1 .7

—1
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TABLE III (Continued)
TYPES OF POSITIONS HELD
*
Aggregate
•^Tpe of Position A 29 B 30 C 65 D U 138
No. % No. ?S No, % No. % Tot. ^
Teacher Girls, Coach,
Supervisor 2 6,9 1 3.3 2 3.1 5 3 .6
Teacher Girls,
Supervisor 1 3.4 1 3.3 2 3.1 4 3.0
j
Teacher Girls, Coach,
Teacher Non-P.E.
Subjects 1 7.1 1 .7
Teacher Girls, Supervisor,
Teacher Non-P.E.
Subjects 1 3.3 1 .7
Did not Designate 1 7.1 1 .7
Tbtal Questionnaires 29 100.3 30 99.8 65 99.7 14 99.7 138 99.6
1
1
I
IJ
_________ ,
!
i
ii
67 per cent of the persons engaged in physical education work and athletic
coaching had a total of nineteen different types of duties. Such a condition
makes it nearly impossible for institutions of higher learning to prepare
their graduates to undertake all of the many and various duties that are
being assigned by school administrators.
ji
II
!j
lypes of institutions employing teachers answering questionnaire . It
was anticipated that some persons would have duti.es in more than one
division of the school system, or perhaps would be devoting some time to a
junior college or another institution above the high-school level.
Consequently, it was deemed desirable to ask for an indication of the type
of institution in which the physical educator was employed.
Four types of institutions were listed (see ^estion 4, Appendix A).
In 72 per cent of the cases two or more were checked, "feble IV shows the
distribution of the 138 correspondents according to the type of institution
in which they were employed. Approximately'- three tenths of that number were
devoting their entire time to duties at the senior high-school level; an
additional one fifth were employed in a position which included duties in a
junior and a senior high school.
In interpreting the facts presented in Table IV, the reader should
keep in mind the fact that the majority of the classroom teachers in the
elementary schools were responsible for their own physical education
),
programs. This was substantiated by the returns of two persons working
aolely at the elementary- level. Both were supervisors in school ^sterns of
large cities. Hence, it is very likely that Table IV indicates the
||
r
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TABLE IV
TIPES OF INSTITUnONS SMPLjYING TSACHSRS
ANSVfERING THIS QU^iSTIONNAIiffi
TVne of Tnstit.ut.ion A 29 B 30 C 65 D 14 Aggregate
No. % No. No. % No. ^ Tot. %
Senior High School
Only 9 31.0 11 36.7 12 18.5 11 78.6 43 31.2
Senior, Junior High
Schools 5 17.2 5 16.7 15 23.1 1 7.1 26 18.8
Senior, Junior High,
Elementary Schools 3 10.8 9 30.0 16 24.6 28 19.9:
Junior High Schools
Only 6 20.6 6 4.3i
Senior High, Elementary
Schools 4 13.7 1 3.3 3 4.6 8 5.8
Junior High, Elementary
Schools 2 6.7 2 1.4
Elementary School Only 2 6,8 2 1.4
College, Normal, and
University 1 3.3 lU 21.5 15 10.8
Elementary, Junior High,
College 1 3.3 2 3.1 3 2.2,
Failed to Designate 3 4.6 2 14.2 5 3.6
Total Questionnaires 29 100.1 30 100.0 65 100.0 14 99.9 13 8 99.4
c
provisions for physical education in public school systems beyond the
i!
elementary level. ;l
Neilson-'- made the statement that: I
One hundred per cent of the boys and girls enrolled in school should
be enrolled in a physical education program. iiUvery pupil able to be in
in school is well enough to engage in a physical education program
adapted to his needs and capacities. The ph;>^sical education program
should be a daily program for all pupils . . .
. . .
/Vith few exceptions, daily vigorous physical activity is
desirable for adolescents and is a necessity if they are to develop
organic power which is a foundation of good health.
A total of twenty high-school athletic coaches reported that they had no
physical education programs in their schools. This number included all of
the parochial high schools in the state.
Duties in connection with physical education and tne athletic plant .
•feble V sunmarizes the information relating to duties in connection with the
care and upkeep of the physical education and athletic plants. Since many of^
the women physical educators had no duties in this connection, these figures
generally indicate the frequency of mention by men only.
Responsibility for schedules and programs of ph^'sical educ:^tion
classes . Table VI is a summary of the responsibilities of physical
educators in regard to the schedules and programs of their classes. VAiile
80 per cent reported that they were formulating their own activity programs
and 65 per cent were free to schedule the intramural groups, only 50 per
cent were allowed to be responsible for the scheduling and organization of
——————
I'
1 N. F. Neilson, "Essentials of Physical iiiiucation in Secondary'
Schools," Journal of Health and i'h^'sical liducation, April, 1937> p« 212»
rc
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TABLE V
FREQUENCY OF MSNTION OF DUTIES IN CONNECTION
jam PHYSICAL PLkNT
Duties A 29 B 30 C 65 D L!+ Aggregate
No. 9^ No. % No. l(> No. % Tot. ^
Supervision and/or 23 79.3 22 73.3 43 66.1 11 78.6 99 71.7
care of gyonasium
and equipment
Supervision and/or 9 31.0 13 43.3 33 50.8 7 50.0 62 44.9
care of athletic
field
Supervision and/or 4 13.8 6 20.0 13 20.0 2 14,2 25 18.1
care of tennis
,
courts and play '
area
1
r
TABLE VI
RESPONSIBILITIES AS ID PROGRAMS, SCHEDULES, ETC.
Responsibilities A 29 B 30 C 65 D U 138
No. ^ No. No, ^ No. % Tbt. >o
Make out Ovm Program of
Activities 27 93.0 2? 90.0 46 70.8 9 64.3 109 79.0,
Make out Schedules of
and supervise Intra-
niurals 22 75.9 17 56.7 49 63.1 10 71.4 90 65.2
Organize Physical Edu-
I
cation Classes and
j! Schedule Same 17 58.6 14 46.7 35 53.8 3 21.4 69 50.0
r
their classes. This latLer responsibility, -while an administrative duty of
the principial, deserves the close cooperation of the physical educator arid
the administrator y;here the best interests of the students are concerned.
Non-instructional activities. Questions 7 through 10 and Question 13
of the questionnaire in Appendix A relate to certain non-instructional
^
activities. The replies to these questions have been summarized in Icible VIL
It appears that three fifths of the coaches were responsible for keeping the
members of their teams in shape, nihereas nearly one quarter of the physical'^
educators in smaller cities and towns were doing some type of study in
connection with their classes, the total of those so engaged for the .vhole
state was only IS per cent. Four out of ten in this group viork in some type
of suiimer canp, while three out of ten are called in to work as counselor
with problem or special cases. i)ighty-five per cent indicated that they were
taking a vital part in the social activities of their schools, which shows
that the physical educator and athletic coach have an ideal opportunity to
meet the student and perhaps get a little closer to him. I
Non-instructional duties . Table VIII is the sumiarization of tne
responses to the seventeen parts of ;^escion II of the questionnaire. From
the tabulated results it would appear that the most imf.x)rtant duty, other
than instructional, was the rendering of first aid, since 8y per cent
jj
reported that they were responsible for this vwrk. Seven out of ten
j
indicated that they were called on to make few speeclies, whereas only 7«2
per cent reported making raan^- public speeches.
|
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TABI£ VII
CERTAIN NON-INSTAUCTIONAL ACTIVinES 11^' CONNiLCTION
/aTH PHYSICAL EDUCATIONAL ^^DRK
Activities A 29 B 30 C 65 D H Aggregate
No. $ No. it No. =Jo No, io Tot. ^
esponsible for Keeping
Members of Teams in
Condition 15 51.7 16 53.3 64.6 10 71.4 83 60.0
Carrying on Study of
I
Scientific Nature in
P.E. Classes 4 13.8 4 13.3 15 23.1 2 14.2 25 18.1
Vllbrk in Summer Camp or
Other Summer Kfork
with Youth 14 48.3 11 36.7 23 35.4 7 50.0 55 39.9
Tferk as Counselor with
Problem and Special
I
Cases 11 37.9 11 36.7 19 29.2 4 28.5 45 32.6
Take Vital Part in Social
Activities of School 22 75.9 26 86.1 56 86.1 12 85.7 116 84.1

A relatively high number (79 per cent) indicated that they coached
athletic teams for competition and approximately the same number (79.7 per
cent) purchased equipment; but only 27 per cent "managed the finances
relative to athletic team^," Since 79 per cent reported that they made out
their own program of physical education activities, it is probably true that
men in charge of physical education and athletics had almost complete
freedom in regard to planning their programs and carrying them out.
Slightly less than one half of the answers indicated that "publicity
work in connection with te^ms" was being done. Officiating at athletic
contests was reported by 65 per cent. Duties in connection with intra-mural
activities were indicated in T^ble VI but it seems that relatively few of
the physical education personnel were promoting or directing Boy or Girl
Scout wrk (9.4 per cent). One tenth reported promotional and directional
II
recreation work with faculty or other adult groups. Slightly more than one
half reported assisting in physical examinations; seventeen persons indicated
that they gave examinations.
Among the more important duties that were added by some correspondents
were (l) State Curriculum Committee, (2) Officer of State Association of
Health and Physical Education, (3) club and group advisorship, and (4)
conducting courses for officials.
Activities tau,-^^ht in pii^^sical educat ion classes . L^estion 12 of the I'
questionnaire asked the correspondent to: "Check activities you will teach
in pliysical education class this year." The replies to this query are
siimnarized in T^ble IX. In interpreting this table, it would be well to

TABLE VIII
NON-INSTRUCTIONAL DUTIES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTORS, f>
SUPERVISORS AND ATHIETIC COACHES i|
Duties A 29 B 30 C 65 D 14 Aggregate
No. No. % No. No. Ibt. 1o
Make Few Public Speeches 20 69.0 23 76.7 41 63.1 11 78.6 95 68.8
Make Many Public
|l
Speeches U 13.8 2 6.7 4 6.1 10 7.2'
,
Stage Exhibitions
,
Circuses 13 44.8 12 40.0 21 32.3 4 28.5 50 36.2
Carry on Publicity VVbrk
for Athletic Teams 15 51.7 13 43.3 31 47.7 6 42.8 65 47.1
Coach Athletic Tesuns for
Interscholastic
Competition 18 62.0 25 83.3 53 81,5 13 92.8 109 79.0
Purchase Equipment for
Teams, Gymnasium,
School 20 69.0 23 76.7 54 83.0 13 92.8 110 79.7
1
Render First Aid at the II
School, Gymnasium, etc. 26 89.5 26 86.7 60 92.3 11 78.6 123 89.1
Assist in Physical
Examinations 22 75.9 15 50.0 31 47.7 5 35.7 73 52.9
Give Physical
Examinations 8 27.6 3 10.0 5 7.7 1 7.7 17 12.<:
Measure Physical Abilities
and Skills of Pupils 17 58.6 24 80,0 27 41.5 3 <cL.4 /I 51.5
Conduct Correctives for
Atypical Children 9 31.0 7 23.3 9 13.8 25 18.1
Attempt to Improve
Health Conditions in
Conununity lU 48.3 7 23.3 21 32.3 7 50.0 49 35.5
Officiate in Athletic
Contests (Referee,
64.5Time, Umpire) 14 48.3 23 76.7 42 64.6 10 71.4 89
Manage the Finances
Relative to Athletic
Teams 11 37.9 6 20.0 14 21.5 7 50.0 38 27.5
Promote or Direct Work
with Boy and Girls
Scouts, etc. 5 17.3 2 6.7 6 9.2 13 9.4
Promote and Conduct
Faculty or Adult Group
16.9 16 11.6Recreation 3 10.9 1 3.3 11 1 7.1
Other Activities mentioned6 20.7 6 20.0 3 4.6 15 10.8
Ir
r
keep in mind the fact that these activities were taioght in regular ph^^sical
education classes as opposed to "sports coached for competition with other
schools."
Ttie most frequently mentioned activities viere basketball (8$ per cent
baseball, softball for girls, volley ball, group games, relay races (mass
type), tumbling and other mat work, marching, and calisthenics. '/.Tiile 30
per cent taught some type of dancing in classes, only one tenth taught
swimming and water-safety. Ihis last, without doubt, is due to the current
great lack of available swimming pools in the state. Lack of facilities,
however, cannot be blamed for the fact that only one quarter of the
instructors taught winter sports in connection with their classes. Seven
indicated that they use touch football while only one instructor taught the
latest adaptation of that activity, flag-football.
Rogers'^ made the statement that:
It has become increasingly clear that conservation of physical
fitness is the first and inescapable responsibility of physical
educators. . . • The most devastating evidence that physical education
is less than 10 per cent effective in doing this is the fact that less
than 10 per cent of our physical education programs (less than 1 per
cent actually) are yet attempting to measure pupils' fitness. If there
is no measurement, there is no progress, for orderly progress depends
on measurement. Is it too much to estimate tnat one physical educator
in a hundred yet measures his pupils' fitness by any valid, objective,
and numerically scored method ?
Answers tabulated in Table VIII indicate that slightly more than 50 per cent
measured the physical ekille of their pupils. This should indicate quite
F. il. liogers, "The Ultimate Imperative—Conservation of Physical
Fitness," Journal of Health and i ti^ sical Aiuc :.ti on
,
Iferch, 1937, p. IhO*
c
TABLE IX
ACTIVITIES YOU V/ILL TEACH lU PHYSICAL
EDUCATION CIA3S£3
Activities A 29 B 30 C 65 D 14 Aggregate
No. No. No. No. Tot.
Football 12 41.4 19 63.3 32 49.2 5 35.7 68 49.3
Basketball 25 86.1 28 93.3 53 83.0 U 78.6 118 85.6
Track and Field Events 15 51.7 18 60.0 27 41.5 8 57.1 68 49.3
Baseball 13 44.8 18 60.0 40 61.6 9 64.3 80 58.0
Softball for Girls 14 48.3 19 63.3 46 70.8 8 57.1 87 63.0
Volleyball 25 86.1 26 86.7 47 71.3 7 50.0 105 76.0
Soccer 9 31.0 16 53.3 25 38.4 2 14.2 52 37.7
Playground Ball 10 34.5 13 43.3 22 33.8 3 21.4 48 34.7
Handball 2 6.9 6 20.0 7 10.8 0 15 10.8
Tennis 13 44.8 11 36.7 17 26.2 3 21.4 44 31.9
Golf 2 6.9 0 6 9.2 0 8 5.8
Boxing 7 24.1 7 23.3 13 20.0 3 21.4 30 21.7
Wrestling 8 27.6 7 23.3 17 26.2 1 7.1 33 23.9
Group Games 25 86.1 26 86.7 43 66.1 5 35.7 99 71.7
Relay Races (Mass I^pe) 2U 82.7 25 83.3 38 58.5 5 35.7 92 66.7
Combative Contests 12 41.4 17 56.7 23 35.3 2 14.2 54 39.2
Individual Contests 16 55.1 17 56.7 21 32.3 2 14.2 56 40.6
Tumbling and Other Mat
Work 24 82.7 22 73.3 39 60.1 4 28.5 89 64.5
Apparatus 15 51.7 10 33o3 16 24.6 2 14.2 43 31.2
Pyraxnids 17 58.6 19 63.3 17 26.2 3 21.4 56 40.6
Gymnastic Dajicing 19 / r r65.5 9 30,0 7 10.8 0 35 25.4
Folk Dancing 17 CCS L58.6 9 30.0 14 21.5 2 U.2 42 29.7
Square Dancing 16 55.1 8 26.7 14 21.5 3 21.4 41 29.7
Swimxuing Q7 nu o 0 P 1 7-1- ( -i-c . J
Water Safety, Life
Saving 6 20.7 1 3.3 5 1.1 2 14.2 10.1
Winter Sports 11 37.9 5 16.7 16 24.6 5 35.7 37 26.8
Marching 17 58.6 18 60.0 29 44.6 1 7.1 65 47.1
Calisthenics 24 82.7 26 86.7 42 64.6 6 42.8 98 71.0
Exercise Ydth Hand
Apparatus 3 10.3 4 13.3 5 7.7 0 12 8.7
Corrective Exercises 10 34.5 8 26.7 17 26.2 3 21.4 38 27.5
Badminton 1 3.4 0 2 3.1 0 3 2.2
Speedball 1 3.4 0 3 4.6 1 7.1 5 3.6
Field Hockey 0 0 1 1.5 0 1 .7
Archery 1 3.4 0 2 3.1 0
7.1
3 2.2
Touch Football 1 3.4 2 6.7 3 4.6 1 7 5.0
Flag Football 1 3.4 0 0 0 1 .7
Ci
ri
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accurately the value of the physical education programs in this state, at
least in those schools where there is a program.
Duties of ccaches . The replies to Question 14 of the questionnaire
have been sumnarized in Tables X and XI. Basketball was the most frequently
mentioned sport in Maine, However, baseball and football were also
outstanding sports. iVhereas track was mentioned by 18 per cent, the other
sports listed v.'-ere being included in the programs of relatively- few schools
in this state. Soccer and wrestling, two popular sports in niiddlewestern
high-school conferences, found no adherants in this eastern state j nor was
boxing mentioned. .Thile only six swimming teams were being coached, due to
a lack of available facilities, only fourteen coaches vrere taking advantage <
of the available winter-sports facilities to work with teams for competition*
Since the majority of the private golf clubs throughout the state have
recently voted free use of their facilities to student teams, one vculd
expect if.ore than four to report teams being coached. The hill-and-dale
sport, cross-country—an ideal team sport for the small rural high schools
—
was reported by five correspondents.
Table XI sunmarizes the number of sports per coach. Sixty per cent
reported that they were coaching two or three sports, while 8 per cent were
heuidling only one sport, une coach out of ten worked with four teams and
one out of tvrenty was responsible for the coacriing activities connected withj
five or more sports. Sixteen per cent of the correspondents indicated that
they did not coach teams for interscholastic competition. .
rr
TABLE X
SPORTS BEING COACHiLD FOR INTERSCHOL^TIC
COMPETITION
Sports A 29 B 30 C 65 D 14 Aggregate
No. No. No. No. Tbt.
Football 13 44.8 14 46.7 18 28.7 3 21.4 48 34.7
Basketball 15 51.7 21 70.0 49 75.4 9 64.3 94 68.1
Track and Field Events 4 13.8 4 13.3 9 13.8 9 64.3 26 18.8
Baseball 8 27.6 13 43.3 38 58.5 7 50.0 66 47.8
Soccer
Tennis 1 3.4 3 10.0 1 1.5 5 5.8
Golf 3 10.3 1 1.5 4 2.9:
Wrestling
1
Swimming 3 10.3 3 4.6 6 4.3
Boxing
3.6Cross Coimtry 1 3.3 1 1.5 3 21.4 5
laCrosse 1 1.5 1 .7
Volleyball 1 3.4
16.9
1 .7
Softball for Girls 5 17.3 5 16.7 11 2 14.2 14 10.1
Winter Sports 2 6.9 2 6.7 7 10.8 3 21.4 U 10.1
Ho ckey 1 1.5 2 14.2 3 2.2
f
TABLE XI
EXTSWT OF COACHING RESPONSIBILITIES AS INDICATED
BY NUMBER OF SPORTS COACHED
:Ni;unber of Sports Coached A 29 B 30 C 65 D 14 Aggregate
No. No. No. % No. Tot.
Coaches, 1 Sport Only 3 10.3 4 13.3 3 4.6 1 7.1 11 8.0
Coaches, 2 Sports Only 6 20.7 9 30.0 26 39.3 2 14.2 43 31.2
Coaches, 3 Sports Only 5 17.3 12 40.0 18 28.7 8 57.1 43 31.2
Coaches, 4 Sports Only 5 17.3 5 7.7 1 7.1 11 8.0
Coaches, 5 Sports or More 2 6.9 1 3.3 3 4.6 1 7.1 7 5.0
Do not Coach Athletics 8 27.6 4 13.3 10 15.4 1 7.1 23 16.6
Total Questionnaires 29 100.1 30 99.9 65 100.3 U 99.7 138 100.0
It
Gymnasium floors . Table XII summarizes the results of the effort
made to collect data related to the gymnasium floors available for use. The
great majority of the floors reported were being \ised for basketball as well
as for other sports. V/hile one floor in the large city group was reported
as being under one thousand square feet (twenty feet by thirty feet), the i
majority of the schools reported floors between two thousand and four
thousand square feet, Hiree gymnasium floors in the state were reported to
be over seven thousand square feet; one of these is located at the state
University. Two correspondents reported that they had two floors available
for their use.
Facilities included in physical education and athletic plants
.
|
Questions 1$ through 22 asked for reports on certain facilities which were,
or were not, available to each person. In a few cases questions were left
unanswered and this fact is reflected by the totals in 'feble XIII. For
example, although the three group answers as to the availability of floors
total twenty-nine—the number of tabulated questionnaires for this group—
j
the replies to the play-area questions total onl^- twenty-eight, Ihis is due,
of course, to the fact that one supervisor did not report on available
facilities since he was working with a large school system.
It is noteworthy- that 95 per cent had available floors for basketball
and 92 per cent had athletic fields of their own or available for use.
Sixty-three per cent reported play areas available which were adjacent to,
or close to, their gymnasium, while only 12 per cent indicated that swimming
pools were avaiiaoie, Deficienc;^ of lockei^rooru space and showers was

TABLE XII
DESCRIPTION OF GYMNASIUil FWORS, EXPRESSED
IN 500 SQ. FT. GROUPS
jArea of Gymnasium Floor A
No.
22 B 27
No. %
C
No,
57 D
No.
14
%
Aggregate
120
Tot, ^
Under 1,000 Square Feet 1 4.5 1 .8
1,000 to 1499 Square Feet 2 7.4 2 3.5 1 7.1 5 4.2
il,500 to 1999 Square Feet 1 4.5 3 11.1 10 17.5 1 7.1 15 12.6
2,000 to 2499 Square Feet 1 4.5 3 11.1 18 31.6 2 14.2 24 20.0
fe,500 to 2999 Square Feet 3 13.6 1 3.7 5 8.8 2 14.2 11 9.2
13,000 to 3499 Square Feet 2 7.4 9 15.8 3 21.4 14 11.7
|3,500 to 3999 Square Feet 4 18.2 5 18.5 3 5.3 1 7.1 13 10.9
4,000 to 4499 Square Feet 3 13.6 1 3.7 2 3.5 2 14.2 8 6.7
^=4,500 to 4999 Square Feet 3 13.6 2 7.4 5 4.2
5,000 to 5499 Square Feet 2 9.1 3 11.1 1 1.8 1 7.1 7 5.8
5,500 to 5999 Sqiare Feet 1 4.5 1 3.7 2 1.7
6,000 to 7000 Square Feet 2 9.1 3 11.1 4 7.0 1 7.1 10 8.3
Over 7,000 Square Feet 1 4.5 1 3.7 3 5.3 5 4.2
Tbtal Floors Described 22 99.7 27 99.9 57 100.1 14 99.5 120 100.3

tTABLE XIII
DESCRIPnON OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND ATHLETIC PL4NT
Described Facilities A 29 B 30 C 65 D 14 Aggregate
No No. No No.
Have Omi Basketball
II Floor 28 96,5 30 100.0 59 90.8 14 100.0 131 94.9
No Basketball Floor
Available 1 ^ • *+ 1 .7
Have 0¥fn Athletic Field 21 72,4 23 76.7 60 92.3 14 100.0 118 85.6
Have Athletic Field
Available 3 10.3 4 13.3 2 3.1 9 6.5
Have No Athletic Field
Ij
Available 17.3 3 10.0 3 4.6 10 7.2
Have Play Area Available 17 58,6 19 63.3 41 63.1 10 71.4 87 63.0
Have No Play Area
1
Available 11 37.9 9 30.0 23 35.3 4 28.5 47 34.1
Have Tennis Courts
Available 17
*
58.6 15 50.0 26 39.9 6 42.8 64 46.4
Have No Tennis Courts
(
Available 11 37.9 13 43.3 37 57.0 6 42.8 67 48.5
iHave Swiauning Pool
II
Available 11 37.9 2 6.7 3 4.6 1 7.1 17 12.3
Have Sufficient Locker
Space 48.3 11 36.7 22 33.8 5 35.7 52 37.2
Do not Have Sufficient
II
Locker Space 48.3 18 60.0 43 66 .1 9 64.3 84 60.9
'Have Sufficient Showers lU 48.3 8 26.7 22 33.8 6 42.8 50 36.2
Do not Have Sufficient
Ij
Showers 14 48.3 21 70.0 43 66.1 8 57.1 86 62.3
Have Sufficient
Apparatus 12 41.4 8 26.7 12 18.5 2 14.2 34 24.6
IDo not Have Sufficient
Apparatus 16 55.1 22 73.3 53 81.5 12 85.7 103 74.5
Reporting two floors
1.5Available 2 6.9 2
fe
/
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reported by slightly more than 60 per cent, while 75 per cent reported
insufficient apparatus for peak load classes.
Size of peak load classes . Question 23 requested data related to the
size of peak load classes. The answers are summarized in Table XIV (116
correspondents replied to this question). Supervisors and directors did not
indicate that they worked directly with classes, V/hile six instructors
reported working with less than twenty pupils in their largest class, eighteen
reported handling more than sixty students in their largest class. There
were tvro groups, reported as exceeding eighty pupils, in the state University
with ample facilities for their classwork. However, 6? per cent of the
physical education classes numbered more than the accepted standard of thirtjfj'
i
five pupils per instructor,
I
I
Facilities and personnel needed. An attempt was made by means of
Question 2U to collect additional information on the subject of needed
facilities and personnel. This information is summarized in Table XV,
j
Slightly less than one half of the correspondents reported that they would i
use any additional funds made available to them in the construction of a new
gymnasium, while 25 per cent indicated that an increase in size or the repair^
ing of present facilities would be acceptable to them. Sixty-three per cent
would use the augmented funds to purchase new or needed ecjuipment, whereas
29 per cent would buy more athletic equipment for team use. Four out of ten I
indicated a need of additional help in their departments, .^ile one half of
the correspondents would also like to expand or introduce an intra-mural
i|
r
TABLE XIV
SIZE OF PEAK LOAD CLASSES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
II Aggregate
Size A 25* B 27-^ C 56^- D 8* 116-^
No. No No. No. Tot.
15 - 19 Pupils 1 3.7 3 5.4 2 25.0 6 5.2
20-24 Pupils 1 3.7 3 5.4 1 12.5 5 4.3
25-29 Pupils 1 4.0 1 3.7 5 8.9 2 25.0 9 7.7
30 - 34 Pupils 4 16.0 3 11.1 12 21.4 1 12.5 20 17.2
35 - 39 Pupils 2 8.0 4 14.8 7 12.5 13 11.2
40-44 Pupils 2 8.0 6 22.2 7 12.5 1 12.5 16 13.8
45 - 49 Pupils 2 8.0 2 7.4 5 8.9 1 12.5 10 8.6
50 - 54 Pupils 3 12.0 4 14.8 7 12.5 U 12.0
55-59 Pupils 2 8.0 1 3.7 2 3.6 5 4.3
60-64 Pupils 3 12.0 4 14.8 3 5.4 10 8.6
65 - 69 Pupils 2 8.0 2 1.7
70 - 74 Pupils 1 4.0 1 .9
75 - 79 Pupils 3 12.0
3.6
3 2.7
80 Pupils or Over** 2 2 1.7
Ibtal Reporting Class
116Size 25 100.0 27 100.0 56 100.1 8 100.0 99.9
•^Certain Supervisors and Directors did not designate as having classes.
^^''Reported by University Instructors.
rr
TABLE XV
FACILITIES AND PERSONNiiL REPORTED AS NEEDED
"1
Aggregate
Facilities and PeT*sonne1 A 29 B 30 65 D 14 138
No. No, No. /" No. Ibt,
Build New Gymnasitim 11 37.9 18 60.0 34 52.3 3 21.4 66 47.8
Increase Size of or
Repair Present
Gymnasium 10 7 23.3 12 18.5 5 35.7 34 24.6
Purchase New or Needed
,
Equipment 18 62.0 20 66.7 a 63.1 8 57.1 87 63.0
Buy Additional Equipment
[
For Athletic Teams 6 20.7 10 33.3 18 28.7 6 42.8 40 28.9
jEmploy additional
Physical Education
Personnel 9 31.0 15 30.0 24 36.8 5 35.7 53 38.4
Introduce or Expand
Present Intramural
' Program 16 55.1 16 53 .3 28 42.1 6 42.8 66 47.8
Increase Health or
Sanitation Features
of Gymnasium 18 62.0 12 40.0 25 38.4 6 42.8 61 44.2
Build Needed Field 1 3.4 1 .7
Xr
r
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program in their schools. The lack of sanitarj'- and health features in their
i
physical plants "-vas indicated by 45 per cent; only one correspondent
indicated that his school needed a field.
("1
CHAPTjiR IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The survey reported in this paper was limited to the collection and
summarization of certain data relative to the professional training, the
duties, and the facilities for their work, of physical education personnel
and athletic coaches in the schools and state institutions of higher
learning in Maine,
There was no attempt made to solve any problem. The information
presented in this paper relates only to existing conditions and in no way
assumes that it is desirable to perpetuate certain of these ccnditions.
Of the 150 questionnaires mailed to physical education instructors,
supervisors and directors, and to athletic coaches where there were no
certified physical education personnel employed, 138 were returned. This
fact is worthy of note and shows more than a passing interest in the
investigation . Of the schools and school systems covered by this survey,
only two were not represented by a returned questionnaire. Tnis should
indicate the completeness of the coverage of this study.
I . SUMMARY
1. The returns indicated the complete coverage of this study.
2. Although more than 50 per cent of the physical educators held at
least a Bachelor's degree in physical education, there was a
large group still without "technical" training in this division
of school work.
rr
3. Boston University was, without doubt, the leading teacher-
training institution in the New iikigland states for pnysical
education teachers and athletic coaches, in lialne.
4» There were twenty-five combinations of positions held in the
state of Maine by physical education personnel and athletic
coaches. This makes teacher training a difficult job for any
institution of higher learning.
5. Seven out of ten physical educators in the state were employed in
a senior high school, with four of this seven having additional
duties in junior high schaols and elementary schools. Only two
persons were employed solely for physical education at the
elementary level. Ij
6. In spite of the liberal allowances of the State Department of
Education to provide for physical education in public schools,
there were at least twenty senior high schools in the state
without a physical education program. This number included all
the parochial high schools,
j
7. Although 8$ per cent of the correspondents reported taking a
vital part in the social activities of their schools, only UO
per cent reported working with youth in some type ui" summer .vork.
Eighteen per cent were carrying on some type of scientific
study in their phi^-sical education classes.
8. The most important duty of physic-1 education personnel, other
than instructional, seemed to be rendering first aid (89.1
(
45
per cent). Over one half of the correspondents indicated that
they assisted in giving health and physical examinations. Only
9.4 per cent reported that they were doing some type of
directional or promotional work with Boy or Girl Scouts.
9. The most frequently mentioned activities taught in classes were
basketball (85 per cent), baseball, softball for girls, voll^
ball, group games, relay races (mass type), marching and
calisthenics
•
10. Basketball was the most frequently coached sport in Liaine, with
baseball and football next in importance. In the face of an
abundance of facilities, golf and winter sports were being
coached by only 2.9 and 10.1 per cent (respectively) of the
correspondents,
{j
11. 3ix out of ten persons in physical education or athletic work were
coaching either two or three sports. Only 16 per cent reported
that they did not coach some team for athletic competition.
12. Over 50 per cent of the gj'mnasium floors in the state were between
two thousand and four thousand square feet in area. One floor,
reported as being twenty feet by thirty feet, was located in one
of the larger cities.
r.
ii
13. «/hile almost every school haa a basKctball floor, an atnletic
field, and a play area available for use, there was a great
deficiency of adequate swimming facilities, locker-room space,
showers, and apparatus for peak load classes in physical
rr
J
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education.
14, Fifty-cine per cent of the peak load clasRee were "be-
11
tween thirty and fifty pupils in size, Thirty-seven
per cent reported peak lead classes which exceeded
fifty in number,
15, More than 60 per cent indicated a three- fold need:
(1) a new gyiLnasiua, fS) expansion or introduction
of an intra-mural program, and (2) an increase in
health and sanitation features of the physical plant;
II. C0rCLU3I0F3
Whether the school is large or small, independent or
state supported, it is judged by the training and work of its
adxTiinistrttors and teachers. Physical education is too promising
en educational field to be restricted in its service to higher
education through lack of trained personnel. If pliysical educa-
tors accept as their own the aims and objectives of general
education then the physical educator must be trained along the
lines of general education and must compare favorably with the
personnel in other departments of school instruction,
1, The data collected in this study indicates a need
for Bore time for the physical education programs In Maine,
2* In order to insure more adeauate instruction in phy-
II
sioal education and more profesplonally minded group of teechero^
the teaching requirements nerd to be strengthened. This is shown
"by the fact that only 14.5 per cent have -blaster 'a degrees or the
rL
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equivalent, 18.1 per cent have Bachelor's degrees
^ith a physical education niajor, while 16.3 per cent report no '•
professional training in physical education.
3. Facilities of the state for winter sports should he
made hetter use of in the physical education programs. It is
highly significant that a state offering such unusual opportunl-
|
ties for winter sports gives so little ekphasis to this area, as
'is shown hy the fact that only 26.8 per cent of the physical
j
educators make use of the natural winter sports facilities.
4. Since less than 20 per cent report that their sole
responsibility is in physical education, an attempt should be
lade to raise this percentage yearly. i
5. Although the mode of peak load classes is ?0-34
pupils, 40.5 per cent of the classes have 50 or r.iore pupils in
them.
II
6. Only 51.5 per cert of the physical educators answer-
ing this study report that they measure physical skills and
abilities of their pupils. This would Indicate e need for
strengthening the measurement in physical education in the state
of Maine.
I
I6
L
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III. RECOIvLCEIIMTIOlIS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 1|
I
"
During the process of this investigation, the author was
Eiade acquainted with many problems that need further research.
Among these were:
1, Comparison of peak load classes with the size of floors
and the amount of apparatus available for classwork, ii
! 2, Social philosophies in areas of Maine and their impli-
cations ixnd Influences on physical education,
,
I
The soAial adjustment effects of the various types of
physical education upon the different groups of individuals by
age, sex, socio-economic status, and geographic and political
pattern, |l
4, The adaptation of certain of the types of physical educa-
tion activities to meet certain personality needs and evaluation
of same ,
j;
5. The relative effects upon the so6ial personality of
I
j' various types of methodology in teaching physical education In
Maine.
I 6, Relative efects of types of professional and non-pro-
fessional training upon teaching efficiency,
j|
7. The nature of the t opulation, institutions, and social
backgrounds as they affect the nature and place of physical
education in liaine,
8, Establishment of profesr lonel 8ti;ndards for teachers
I In teacher-training instltutiona of physical education.
L
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APPENDIXES
r
APPENDIX A
State Department of Education
Augusta, liaine
January 24, 1949
Dear Co-viroricer:
I know how busy you are, and how one more job may be
the straw which breaks the camel's back. I know also that
you are probably flooded by questionnaires just the same as
I am throughout the year. Nevertheless, I do hope you can
find time to answer the questionnaire of Mr. Donald V/. Beals
of Farmington who is a candidate for a M, A, Degree at
Boston University, I know he will be very appreciative of
your help.
Cordially yours,
s/ Howard G. Richardson, Director
Physical Education, Health and Recreation
r
APPENDIX B
Farmington, l^ine
Janxiary 24, 1949
To Physical Education Supervisors and Instructors
Dear
iYe are making a study vrfiich aims to broaden our knowledge of the
professional training and the duties of Physical Education Supervisors
and Instructors in the school systems of the State of Maine,
Your knowledge of conditions of Physical Education and Athletics
at will prove invaluable in secxaring
information regarding this phase of the school program.
It is requested that the attached questionnaire, which is primarily
of a check-list type, be completed and returned in the enclosed
envelope. If certain questions do not coincide with your policies,
please answer those which are applicable.
The identity of any school or individual will not be revealed or
used in the study. Each person cooperating will receive a printed
copy of the results of this study when completed.
Your cooperation in this study will be greatly appreciated.
Very trul^"^ yours,
Donald H, Beals
c
APPENDIX C
NAME YOUR TITI£
SCHOOL ciTi oxt mw*
^Indicate the population group of your city or town by underlining.
Over 15,000 5,000 - 15,000 1,000 - 5,000 Under 1,000
Collegiate Training
1. Degree received Major Liinor
2 Hours Graduate work Phys. Educ Summer school
Position Analysis
3» Indicate with check mark the general character of your position,
a. Teacher or supervisor of physical education for ooys
b. Teacher or supervisor of physical education for girls
c. Coach of athletic teams for interscholastic competition
d. Supervisor of pliysical education in a school system
e. Instructor in non-physical education subjects
4* At what grade levels are you working in physical education ?
a. Elementairy School
b. Junior High School
c. Senior High School
d. Normal School, College, or University
5. Vifhat are your duties in connection with your pnysical plant ?
a. Supervisor of and/or care of gymnasium and equipment
b. Supervisor of or cure of athletic field
c. Supervisor of or care of tennis courts and play areas
c<1
6» Check statements that apply to your position.
I
a. Make out own program of physical education activities
b. Make out schedules and si^ervise program of intramural s
c. Organize physical education classes and schedule same
?• Are you personally responsible for keeping members of athletic
teams in your school in good physical condition ?
8, Are you carrying on any study of a scientific nature in connection
with your physical education classes ?
|i9» Do you work in a summer camp for youth or other summer program ? ...
10. Do you work with special or problem cases as a counselor ?
,11. In the foliating list, check the statements that are descriptive of
I
your work. If you do the activity at all, check.
I
a. inkke few public speeches
I
b. Make many public speeches
I
c. Stage exhibitions, amateur circuses, etc
I
d. Carry on publicity work for athletic teams
e. Coach athietic teams for inters cholastic competition
f . Purchase equipnent for teams, gymnasium, school
g. Render first aid at the school building and gj-ranasium
h. Assist in physical examinations
I
i. Give physical examinations
j
j. Measure the pnysical abilities and skills of pupils
,
k. Conduct corrective exercises for atypical children
1. Attempt to improve health conditions in trte conmunity
m. Officiate (referee, time, umpire) in athletic contests
n. Manage the finances relative to athletic teams
o. Promote or direct work with Boy Scouts or similar organizations
p. Promote and conduct faculty or adult group recreation
Other q
12. Check activities you will teach in physical education class this
! year.
a. Football
b. Basketball
c. Track and field events
d. Baseball

e. Softball
f. Volleyball
g. Soccer
h. Playground ball
i. Handball
j. Tennis
k. Golf
1. Boxing
in. vYrestling
n. Group gaines
o, Relay races (mass type)
p. Combative contests (hand wrestling, etc)
q. Individual contests (rope climb, high jump, etc.) ...
r. Tumbling and other mat work
s. Apparatus
t . Pyramids
u. Gymnastic dancing
V. Folk dancing
vr. Square dancing
X. S"^mming
y. »/ater safety and life saving
z. ./inter spoi-ts (skating, skiing, etc.)
aa. Lilarching
bb. Calisthenics (free exercise)
cc. iixercise with hand apparatus (wands, dumbbells, etc.)
dd. Corrective exercises for individual defectives
13, Do you take a vital part in the social activities of your school
Yes No
14. In what sports are you coaching teams for interscnolastic
con^jetition ?
a. Football
b. Basketball
c. Track and field events
d. Baseball
e. Soccer ,
f. Tennis
g. Golf
h. .Vrestling
i. Swiiiuning
j. Boxing
k. Cross countr^^ ,
1. LaCrosse
m. Field hockey, girls .,,
A
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n. Softball, girls
o, Vifinter sports
Other p ,
Facilities
15. Indicate approxiniate size of gymnasium floor ' oy
16. Do you have an athletic field available for your use ?
17. Do you have a play area adjacent to your gymnasium ?
18. Do you have tennis courts available for pupil use ?
19. Do you have a svri.nining pool available for pupil use ?
.20, Do you have locker room space sufficient for peak load classes ?
21. Do you have showers sufficient for peak load classes ?
22. Do you have sufficient apparatus for peak load classes ?
23. My peak load class is pupils.
24. If an increase of phiysical funds were made available, \^ich of the
following items would it be spent for ?
a. Build a new gymnasium
b. Increase size of or repair present gymnasium
c. Purchase new or needed equipment
d. Buy additional equipment for athletic teams
e. Sn^loy additional physical education personnel
f. Introduce or expand intramural program
g. Increase health or sanitation features of gymnasium
rc
r
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APPiSMDIX D
LAiVS aSLATINS TO PUH,IC SCHOOLS
State of Maine
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(See P. L. 1945, c. 149)
Sec. 181. Personal Hygiene
,
Community Sanitation
,
Ph^^sical Education to Be
Included in Public School Courses ; Cofcmissioner to Prescribe rtules and
Require Reports f roir. Lacal Superint-enden-ps
. R. S. c, 19, par . 161 . In order
more thoroxighly to prepare the youth of the state for the duties and
obligations of citizenship and to provide for their future well-being and
comfort, it shall be the duty of the superintending school committees of the
several towns of the state to make provisions for instruction to be given to
pupils in all public schools in personal hygiene, coianunity sanitation, and
physical education, including recreational exercises in accordance with a
course of stud;^^ and plans of lessons and instruction prepared by the
commissioner, who shall prescribe such rules and regulations as may be
necessary to cariy out in successful manner said program of ph^'sical
education, and he may reqiure such reports from superintendents as he may
deem necessary.
Il
Sec. 182 . Tbwns tfeiy Employ Directo rs of Physical Education; ^lalifications
and Duties
. R. S. c, 19, par . 182. Towns may employ supervisors and
directors of physical education who shall meet such standards of preparation
and certification as the commissioner may determine. It shall be the duty
of the superintendent of schools in which directors or supervisors of
phj'sical education are employed to report to the commissioner, on blank forms
prepared by him, the number of piq^ils receiving instruction, the number of
directors and supervisors enployed, the amount paid such directors or
supervisors, and such other information as ma^- be required.
Sec. 183 . Reimbursement to Ib^ns for Expenses Licurred in Qiq-'loyment of
Directors . R. S. c, 19, par . 183 . 1941 , £. 157 » iVhcnever the superintendant
of schools of asry town shall certify under oath to the commissioner,
according to a form prescribed by him that a director or supervisor of
physical education has been enployed for the scnool year preceding, than,
jjupon approval of such certificate by the commissioner, reimbursement from
|i state or federal funds shall be paid to the amount of 1/2 the salary paid,
not to exceed $600 for each director or supervisor in an^' 1 year, and not to
exceed 31,200 to any 1 town; provided that the appropriation made by the town
for this purpose shall be exclusive of any other sum received from the state
for the support of public schools and of the minin.um requirement raised by
!| the town as prescribed by section 23. IVro or more towns adjacent to each
I
other, or several towns of a superintendence union, may cooperate in the
fA
employment of directors or supervisors of physical education and may
apportion the cost of the same among the several towns of the group
according to the amount of time given to each.
See P. L. 1945, cc. 321, 350.
/
APPMDIX E
I State of l£aine
j
DEPARmENT OF EDUCATION
Augusta
State Certification of Teachers
Conditions of Eligibility
PHYSICAL EDUCATION CERTIFICATE ~ PROFESSIONAL GRADE
First provisional professional
.
Any person is eligible to this certificate
who can present evidence of successful completion of work in a four-year
jjcoxirse in an accredited school of physical education. This certificate is
ilgranted for a term of two years, is not renewable, and leads to the second
[provisional professional certificate.
{Second provisional professional
.
Any person is eligible to this certificate
who has been granted t.he f irsL provisional professional certificate and who
can present evidence of two years of successful teaching experience. Ihis
certificate is granted for a term of two years, is renewable for successive
j
two-year terms, and leads to the standard professional certificate.
I
Standard professional
.
Any person is eligible to this certificate who has
been granted ztys second provisional professional certificate, who can present
j
evidence of four or more years of successful teacning experience, together
I
with six semester hours of svuijuer school credit or its equivalent in the
'field of physical education. This certificate is renewavle evei^- five years
on the basis of successful teaching experience.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION CERTIFICATE — NUiJPituFSSSIuNAL GRADE
;
First provisional nonprofessional
.
Any person is eligible to this certificate
who has successfully completed a three-year course in an approved college of
[physical education, or who has completed four years of college or four years
I
of combination college and normal school trainin.^ together with twelve
j semester hours of credit, six of which must be in approved courses in
physical education and six in the field of biologj^ and/or physiology. The
''above-mentioned twelve semester hours of credit may be part of the collegiate
l[ course or additional summer school work. This certificate is granted for a
jterm of two years, is not renewable, and leads to the second provisional
ilnonprofessional certificate.
Second provisional nonprofessional . Holders of the first provisional
.nonprofessional certificate are eligible for this certificate upon the
i2
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